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Equipment introductions and announcements.

AMS Neve
Independent
manufac turers of
a large portfolio of
consoles, AMS Neve
covers the spectrum
from modest, but
high-end, analogue
devices to very large
scale analogue and digital consoles.
The analogue 88RS uses an extended in-line recording console
architecture. The design is linear from end to end, with no VCAs.
Bandwidth extends to 100kHz. Options include scoring panel,
stem mixer and classic Neve remote mic pre-amps. Broadcast
features include a redundant PSU, VCA fader system and a
frame designed for OB trucks. 88RS comes with the Encore Plus
automation system.
88D is a digital console with a 1000 track DSP engine and
classic Neve 1081R mic pre-amplifiers, dedicated 8.1 surround
monitoring of multiple sources and Encore Plus automation,
high PCM sampling rates, DXD mixing and 40-bit floating point
processing with classic Neve EQ and Dynamics plug-ins. The
88D digitally controlled analogue monitor facilities rack includes
context mixing and stem summing for music for film mixing and
control of multiple surround speaker sets.
For the largest film mixes the DFC Gemini delivers the Neve
sound across up to 2000 audio signal paths at 96kHz, 24
bit in a single, high-resolution DFC signal-processing tower.
To accommodate a large number of inputs within a sensible
working footprint, the surface is semi-assignable. Any channel
strip can control all resources on mono, stereo or up to eight
channel inputs. WavTrak display of audio track data provides
the user with level and dynamics metering, graphical EQ curve
and audio waveform information on a path-by-path basis.
Encore: 2 Automation Reconform enables mix automation to be
re-conformed to match a new cut.
The latest DFC3D offers native Dolby Atmos mixing at the
highest level and other 3D formats. The DFC PS-1 is derived from
the DFC for mid-range film and TV dubbing applications and
shares many of its attributes.
www.ams-neve.com

API
API (Automated
Processes Inc.)
has a pedigree
going back to 1968
with hundreds of
consoles installed
in broadcast and
production studios.
API is also notable for introducing the first computerized console
automation systems for the control of fader levels in 1973 and,
in 1974, far ahead of its time, the first computer-programmable
console with automation of EQ, sends, pans and faders. Today API
offers outboard modules and rackmount processors and a range
of analogue consoles from the small format THE BOX and 1608 to
the Legacy, Legacy Plus and flagship Vision.
The Legacy scales from 16 to 96 channels in increments of 16
channels with 16 main buses, six auxes (One stereo) in all input
or split formats. Legacy Plus ups the main bus count to 24 with
12 auxes (three stereo) in dual input (inline) format. Faders are
manual with the option of Automix or Automix Plus automation.
Vision is an analogue surround sound mixing and recording
console with surround assign and panning on each fader with
API’s all discrete signal path plus comprehensive central facilities.
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Spotlight: Calrec
Hebden Bridge-based Calrec has been
manufacturing broadcast consoles since
1971 and is now a member of the Audiotonix
group. All the consoles are digital with four
models, Apollo, Artemis, Summa and Brio.
Brio is the self-contained baby with 36 dual
layer faders. Summa is next up with 128 or
180 processing paths. Artemis with 128 to 680
processing paths and the flagship Apollo cater
for more complex requirements. There is heavy
emphasis on reliability with hot pluggable cards and standard hot spares.
Apollo’s I/O is via the Hydra2 network, with 512 bi-directional channels per link, to 8192² cross-point routers and a variety
of I/O units. Routing and control and Bluefin2 DSP processing are all independent. There is comprehensive monitoring and
metering, user splits and independent monitoring for multiple operators. Apollo provides a control surface with 12 dual layers
of faders meaning 24 possible assignments for each fader or control with displays, touch screens, light-emitting knobs and up
to 1020 channel processing paths, up to 16 stereo or 5.1 surround main outputs and up to 48 mono, stereo or 5.1 surround audio
groups from a pool of 128 paths. There are 96 multi-track buses for IFB or recording, 4 track sends per path, 48 auxiliary buses,
up to 4 direct outputs/mix minus sends per path and 3 independent user sections with independent monitoring. All channels
and groups have 6-band parametric EQ and full dynamics, side chain EQ/filters, 256 inserts. Up to 2.73s delay per output from
a pool of 256 channels up to 2.73s delay per Input from a pool of 256 channels and all paths have 2.73s delay in addition. 8 x
AutoMixers can each control an unlimited number of paths.
www.calrec.com

There is resettable switch automation and bus assign, assignable
per channel or globally, and simultaneous surround and stereo
mixing. Each channel includes: dual inputs, two 100mm moving
faders on each input, 5 channel surround panning on each fader,
dedicated 5.1 mix bus, three stereo buses, 24 main buses, 10
aux sends, optional dynamics, (225L compressor, 235L noise
gate), sweep filter and a choice of equalizers (550L 4-band or
560L 10-band graphic). Central facilities include: Comprehensive
surround monitoring, 8 multi-channel playback selectors and
bass management, individual solo/mute of surround monitors
and fold down matrix.
www.apiaudio.com

Audient
The brainchild of
David Dearden,
previously one of the
founding partners
of DDA alongside
Gareth Davies, the
Audient flagship console is the ASP8024. 19 years after the first
console was first delivered, with thousands now in use, Audient
have reimagined the console as the ASP8024 Heritage.
The Heritage is an inline console with 80 Inputs (36 Channels),
a variable mix bus, Audient mic pres, 4 band splitable EQ, a mix
bus compressor, comprehensive monitor control, high quality
headphone output, 48v enabled talkback mic, 14 aux buses,
modular construction and a quiet power supply. Optional extras
include; a patch bay, dual layer control (DAW automation), and a
producers desk.
The mix bus employs an American style output amplifier, classic
through hole components and a British output transformer.
Dubbed RETRO IRON, a variable output mix bus with LOW BUMP
and HIGH LIFT EQ is based on two consoles from David’s first job
in 1967 at Advision. RETRO IRON is claimed to add punch and
‘vibe’ to the consoles mix output. The flexible, Dearden designed,
EQ offers two fully parametric bands that span from 40Hz to
20kHz. These are bookended by low and high shelving EQ bands.
The EQ can be split across both the short and long faders.
www.audient.com

Avid
Best known in audio circles for the Pro Tools DAW, Avid has two
distinct medium/large mixer lines. The VENUE family are live
consoles whilst the S3 and S6 are Eucon enabled Pro Tools control
surfaces. S3 comes in a 16 fader configuration. S6 (reviewed this

resolution

issue) is fully customisable, with preconfigured consoles available
from 8 faders to 32.
Each console has an MTM (Master Touch Module) which
comes in two versions, M40 and M10, both feature a tilting 12.1inch multipoint touchscreen, eight adjacent rotary encoders,
dedicated knobs and keys. M40 supports up to 46 modules, 64
faders, up to 9 knobs per channel (plus two additional for Expand
Zones) and up to 8 simultaneous workstation connections. M10
MTM supports up to 14 modules, 24 faders, up to 5 knobs per
channel (plus one additional for Expand Zones) and up to 2
simultaneous workstation connections. Other modules include
an Automation Module, Joystick module, Post module. M40
consoles also support Display modules.
Top of the VENUE range is the VENUE | S6L SYSTEM. Standard
configurations are the S6L-24 single touchscreen with 24+2 faders,
64 encoders, the S6L-24D triple daylight touchscreens with 24+2
faders, 64 encoders and the S6L-32D four daylight touchscreens
with 32+2 fader 96 encoders. All connections between control
surfaces, stage racks and engines are AVB copper or fibre-optic.
The E6L engine comes in two sizes, E6L-144 and the larger E6L-192
with 192 full processing input channels, 96 full processing mix
buses + LCR/LRM, Two stereo solos, 24x24, matrix, 32 VCAs, 200
AAX Plug-in slots and 32 GEQs. 7 band parametric eq on every
output bus. The E6L accepts AVB cards, Dante cards, MADI cards
and additional HDX cards for plug-ins. This is a real-time 32-bit
floating point processing engine using Intel i7 processors. Plugins run on HDX4 cards as used in Pro Tools systems.
www.avid.com

Cadac
A UK manufacturer with
a pedigree going back
45 years, today Cadac is a
member of the Audiotonix
group and best known for
live consoles.
CDC is the digital line while
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analogue is represented by the LIVE1, S-Type and J-Type series. The
flagships are the CDC eight 32 digital and the J-Type analogue.
The J-Type frame, enables any module to be placed in any
position. All inputs, insert send/returns, mix buses and outputs
are electronically balanced. Frames range from 26 to 63 modules.
Up to 4 mixer frames and 128 channels can be combined as a
single system. All knob and switch settings can be recalled on a
cue by cue basis. There are 16 sub-groups, 32 matrix outputs and
12 aux group outputs. VCA channel faders and sub-groups can be
controlled by any one of 15 DC master faders. A 120mm LED meter
sits by the side of each channel fader and all outputs have a 20
segment LED meter. All channels have direct outputs plus direct
inject with level pots to sub-group and matrix group mix buses.
The CDC eight comes in two surface configurations; a dual
screen 32 fader console and a smaller single screen 16 fader
version, identical in capacity and capability. A single screen 16
fader CDC eight-16S side car is also available. The monitor mode
enables the engineer to access any of the 56 assignable buses
and their respective contribution channels in ‘sends on fader’
mode with a single touch. Add to this the ‘mix focus’ feature,
which means that when any mix is ‘flipped’ into sends on faders
mode, the console only presents the channels contributing to
the selected mix.
www.cadac-sound.com

and broadcast applications. From the compact SD11 series
through the SD5, SD7, SD8, SD9, SD10, SD21, and the forthcoming
SD31 the philosophy is consistent, touch screen or screens with
sufficient hardware controls for slick and intuitive operation.
SD21 has 40 Flexi-channels and 16 Flexi-buses with 20
faders and two multi-touch screens. S21 has dual DMI (DiGiCo
Multichannel Interface) option card slots, for analogue expansion,
MADI, Dante, Optocore, Waves SoundGrid, or Calrec’s Hydra 2
Network. 8 digital effects and 16 assignable GEQs are included.
The new SD31 has 10 more faders and a third touchscreen.
The SD7 has up to 253 full-processing inputs, 128 Aux/subgroups, a 32 X 32 matrix, 256 DiGiTubes and LR/LCR master buses
plus digital fx and 32 GEQs. It operates at up to 192kHz. An EX07
expander is also available. SD5 also has up to 253 inputs with up
to 124 aux/sub-groups, a 24x24 matrix, 253 DiGiTubes and LR/
LCR/5.1 masters plus 48 digital effects and 32 GEQs. SD10 has 132
inputs, 56 aux/sub-groups, a 24x24 matrix, 218 DiGiTubes and LR/
LCR/LCRS/5.1 masters plus 24 digital effects and 24 GEQs. Waves
integration is optional across the range. DiGiCo SD-Rack offers
up to 192kHz analogue conversion. It has a raft of interfacing
options. Used with the Optocore interface, up to 14 SD-Racks and
five redundant engine consoles can connect to one optical loop,
which means 1152 I/O connections are achievable.
www.digico.biz

DiGiCo

Fairlight

DiGiCo is
a n o t h e r
member of
the Audiotonix
group. The
approach is
simple: an
integrated audio engine, operating system and dual power
supplies combined within the console work surface, a digital
snake and remote control pre-amps. DiGiCo’s Stealth Digital
Processing uses FPGAs. The consoles are tailored for live, theatre

Recently acquired by
Blackmagic Design,
Fairlight has both live
and post digital consoles in its range.
The EVO.Live range has chassis’ ranging from 12 to 60 faders.
The Live consoles modular and customisable and are built
around Fairlight’s Crystal Core processing engine, based on FPGA
technology, offers considerable capabilities for mixing recording
and playback, plus high resolution video. I/O is modular with 21
slots in the MSX 3000 rack which accept a variety of MSX modules.
The built in router is 1400x1400 and connection to the processor
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is by optical MADI. Comprehensive redundancy is included.
Panel connections are Ethernet and power supplies are
redundant for reliability. The 2U or 4U processing cores support
up to 250 inputs and 112 mix bus elements grouped in mono,
stereo and 5.1 formats, 24 sub-groups, 24 auxes, 24 multitrack outs, 16 mono mix-minus buses and 32 VCA groups. Full
processing includes 6 band EQ, dynamics and 2s delay on every
input. Audio connectivity is via four pairs of MADI I/O ports: 3
pairs of optical connectors on the front and one pair of COAX
connectors on the rear. All Fairlight Live systems can have a
second, redundant, hot spare processor, with automatic takeover
of the audio and control functions.
Quantum and Evo are the post consoles. The latter fully
modular, using a Crystal Core engine providing up to 256 full
channels with up to 768 additional playback only channels for
mixing up to 1000 tracks. 450 physical inputs and outputs are
supported. Up to 128 bus elements organised across 24 mono
multi-track, 24 sub-groups, 24 aux and 8 mains plus 32 VCA
groups. Mixing formats extend to 3D 22.2.
www.blackmagicdesign.com/media/release/20160909-02

Harrison
The Harrison SeriesTen,
introduced in 1985 was
the world’s first digitally
controlled analogue, fully
automated console. Today
Harrison manufactures the Trion multi-purpose console and DAW
controller and the latest version of the Motion Picture Console,
the digital MPC5. Analogue is represented by the 950mx.
Powered by Harrison’s Xrange native DSP, the Trion is available
in sizes from 16 to 160 faders or more in broadcast, live and post
configurations. Channel count ranges from 32 to 512 with up to 88
buses. Input channels include dual inputs with trim, high and low
pass filters 2 movable insert points 4 and 8 band eq, expander/
gate and compressor/limiter with sidechain, delay, 16 or 32 aux
sends and 24 or 48 bus assignments.
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The MPC5 surface is configurable, with unlimited frame width
to accommodate an unlimited number of faders. Many hundreds
of channels are possible. Processing is 64-bit native using Xrange
DSP. Each strip has 10 touch-sensitive knobs. Each channel has 2
inputs, with complete signal processing: EQ, dynamics, 8 bands
of EQ, gate, compressor, and 2 patches, 16-wide panning to 64
main buses and 16 auxes (or more) with no allocation. MPC5 is
time-aligned throughout. The monitoring system includes bus
summing, PEC/Direct switching with up to 8 Pec/Direct panels per
console, and speaker management. Multi-operator functionality
is available using the IKIS automation system. Patented Harrison
features include “In-Console” PreView waveforms with history
and motorized, Touch-Sensitive Joysticks. DAW control is via IKIS
Direct. Tens of DAWs may be controlled simultaneously.
Xtools plug-ins for both consoles are available with a wide
range of options including 8-band notch, denoiser, subharmonic
synthesizer, buzz filter, forensic dialog processor, de-esser and
many others.
www.harrisonconsoles.com

Lawo
Lawo offers a range
of broadcast and
live consoles in the
mc2 series and the
Innovason Eclipse
The modular
mc2 series ranges
from the all-in-one
mc236 through the
mc256, mc2 56xc and mc256 XT, mc266 to the mc290.
mc290 has up to 888 channels and 144 summing buses, up to
760 inputs with A/B input, up to 64 sub-groups, 32 aux sends, 96
track buses, 48 main sums. Up to 96 surround channels, 128 VCA
groups, 256 GPC channels. Surround formats: DTS/Dolby Digital
5.1, Dolby Pro-logic 4.0, DTS ES / Dolby EX 6.1, SDDS 7.1, DTS-HD
7.1; various panning characteristics, surround aux bus.
Loudness Metering, EBU R128 & ATSC/A85 compliant, is
available for every surround, stereo or mono channel along
with AMBIT: conversion of stereo signals to 5.1 surround sound.
All essential mc²90 modules can be individually positioned
and functions such as machine control and bus assign can be
moved within the centre section. For redundancy all panels are
connected to the control computer in a star configuration. mc²90
has a second control computer, with every module being linked
in a point-to-point connection with both.
The mc²90 router provides 8000 crosspoints, more than 500
DSP channels and an integrated, redundant control computer.
mc² series consoles can be connected to form networks of up
to 16 Lawo consoles and Nova73 HD routers. I/O resources are
distributed on the network and, via Netlinks (MADI, ATM, AES
or Analogue Audio), different Lawo consoles can be linked to
one large routing system. Local sources and destinations can be
shared at the push of a button, with all parameters accessible
from every console.
www.lawo.com

Midas
Midas, now owned
by the Music
Group, makes
live consoles.
The digital
Pro series
range includes PRO1, PRO2, PRO3, PRO6, PRO9 and the flagship
PRO X-CC. An upgrade kit updates the PRO 3, 6 or 9 to PRO X
specification with the NEUTRON engine. Analogue is covered by
the Verona range from 40 to 64 input channels.
VERONA V-480-8-TP is a live analogue console with 64 input
channels, and a road case.
The 48 mono input channels are equipped with MIDAS
microphone preamplifiers and there are 8 electronically balanced
stereo line input channels, 8 mix buses with aux changeover for
sub groups, 8 aux sends with bus pre/post fade and a 12 x 4 matrix
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with stereo split switching.
PRO X-CC is a live digital console with 168 input channels and
99 time-aligned and phase-coherent mix buses.
HyperMAC and AES50 networking allows dynamic assignment
of up to 288 inputs and 294 outputs to any of its input channels
and bus outputs scene-by-scene. The HyperMAC router has
192 bidirectional channels over copper and optical fibre plus
3 x 24 bi-directional AES 50 @96 kHz. Dual redundant snake
connections to the NEUTRON Audio System engine, with the
snake connections themselves up to 500 m with optical fibre, or
100 m with CAT5/5e cable.
The control surface has 29 MIDAS PRO motorised 100 mm
faders, 2 daylight viewable 15” TFT display screens, fully
interpolated touch sensitive controls. There are 10 VCA (variable
control association) and 8 POPulation groups (which are similar
to VCAs, but have no master fader and are used to show a
useful combination of unrelated channels), 36 assignable 1/3
octave KLARK TEKNIK DN370 graphic equalisers and up to 40
simultaneous multi-channel digital signal processing effects
algorithms.
www.music-group.com/brand/midas/home

Rupert Neve Designs
There is just one
large console
available, the
5088 expandable
16 channel line
mixer with 8 group
buses, 8 aux sends,
4 stereo ef fects
returns and a stereo output bus.
The 5088 is available with channel counts in multiples of 16 (i.e.
16, 32, 48, and beyond) and a special 8 Channel Frame.
The basic console is a line input master module with optional
penthouse frame and or VU bridge. The penthouse frame has 25
slots for vertically configured Portico processing modules. Any
combination of mic pre/EQs, mic pre/compressors, five band
EQs, stereo compressors, True Tape FX, and other modules can
be employed. Rupert Neve Designs’ SwiftMix adds moving fader
automation and DAW control functionality. Custom transformers
couple every input and output (including the inserts). For signal
amplification and control, high voltage, discrete op-amp cards
are employed.
The 5088 channel strip handles multiple normalled sources,
creating master, group and aux mixes. It has 8 auxes, 8 “Groups”,
“Solo”, “Mute”, “Send Follows Pan”, “Aux to Group”, and a
transformer coupled direct out. Stereo input channels can be
fitted In lieu of mono. The stereo module has all of the group
sends, six auxes, stereo width control, and individual trims and
pans for each channel.
With 4 pairs of FX returns and aux master controls, direct outs
and transformer-coupled inserts for each of the 8 mix groups,
the group master section controls 4 stereo stem mixes. The insert
and stereo FX returns can be used as an additional 16 inputs for
summing. The monitor master section has 6 source selections,
3 transformer-coupled speaker outputs, talkback, oscillator
controls, 2 VU meters, stereo inserts, stereo level and control
room master level.
www.rupertneve.com/products/high-voltage-discretemixer/

Soundcraft

Lexicon multi-FX units, BSS DPR901ii integration and a BSS graphic
EQ on every bus output. UA plug-ins are available. (Via a Realtime
Rack. Two versions available: The Realtime Rack Ultimate Live with
74 plug-ins, and the Realtime Rack Core Live with 14 plug-ins.)
Radio mic status monitoring of any compatible AKG or Shure
radio mic is integral. A wide variety of ViSi Connect I/O expansion
options (Rocknet, EtherSound, CobraNet, Dante, MADI, etc.) and
a 128 channel record interface via MADI or Dante complete the
package. 96kHz operation reduces the channel count. Local Rack
hardware provides for 384 I/O channels with additional card slots
to allow simultaneous use with two Stageboxes, 2 recording cards
and the Realtime Rack MADI interface.
Studer’s Vistonics “knobs on glass” puts the rotary encoders
and switches on the touch screen. Graphics behind the controls
change depending on the function. Each Vistonics touch screen
interface controls eight input channels with 16 rotary encoders
and 16 switches. Touch accesses functions including routing,
input gain, digital gain trim, delay, high/low pass filters, 4-band
parametric EQ, compressor, limiter, gate, de-esser and pan.
Another, Vistonics II interface controls output processing, and also
functions as a meter overview display, a snapshot cue list display,
and diagnostics display. Soundcraft FaderGlow supplements
Vistonics by illuminating faders in different colours according
to their function.
www.soundcraft.com/products/mixing-consoles

SSL
Solid State
Logic has a
wide variety of
consoles in this
category, the
C10HD PLUS,
C100HD PLUS,
C200HD, C300
HD, Live digital in two versions, the L500 and the smaller, lower
cost L300, and the Duality analogue.
The latest is the System T (reviewed Resolution v15.6) which
builds on the technology found in the SSL Live. Both use versions
of the fourth generation Tempest Engine with over 3000 I/Os
and up to 800 full processing paths which leverages the power
of Intel processors via a proprietary real time deterministic
operating system. Bi-directional 512 channel Dante Ethernet
is used for I/O and routing with SSL’s existing range of Dante
interfaces. A 24-Port Gigabit switch is equivalent to a 12,288 X
12,288 dedicated router. Multiple engines and control surfaces
can exist on the same network, sharing resources. Up to three
control surfaces can control a single engine simultaneously and
one of those can be a PC. Broadcast specific path processing is
augmented by an inbuilt comprehensive FX Rack. The surface is
modular with a Fader Tile or Tiles, large multi-touch screens, a
Channel Tile and a Master Tile.
The analogue Duality Delta is the latest version and introduces
Delta-Control, an analogue console automation platform
which unites analogue console automation with DAW based
workflow. Duality Delta highlights include: control over two
DAWs simultaneously, fader control from the sweet spot. TFT
screens feedback channels status, processing, routing etc.
SSL SuperAnalogue mix bus, near linear phase, flat frequency
response, 0.005% THD, low noise floor, wide stereo imaging, dual
ic pre’s - SuperAnalogue & VHD (Variable Harmonic Drive) and
Classic SSL processing on every channel. 3 stereo mix buses and
24 track buses. 5.1 surround support.
www.solidstatelogic.com

Stage Tec
Now part of the Harman group, this is put to good use, borrowing
technology from Studer. The Vi series of FOH and monitor
consoles comes in standalone and separate processing designs
from 32 to 128 inputs.
The flagship Vi7000 offers up to 128 inputs and 32 mono/stereo
buses with 40-bit floating point processing, 8 independent

resolution

Berlin based
Stage Tec offer
a range of
digital consoles
which leverage
the NEXUS
router as the processing host. Touch sensitive, dual-concentric
encoders with dual LED arcs and integral button providing twice
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the usual number of controls in a given depth are a notable feature.
Flagship is the AURUS Platinum with new Platinum DSP,
supporting more than 800 audio channels, up to 128 sum buses,
up to 96 mix-minus buses, depending on configuration, and
up to 96 control strips with real-time switching and display
enabling direct access to all channels and parameters with 11
dual-concentric encoders, 32 keys and OLED display per channel
strip. DAW control is included and the meter bridge screens can
display external signals. Supports RAS, ROSS, Mosart, etc. remote
access. Input channels have input gain, expander/noise gate/side
chain, equalizer & filters, up to 2700ms delay, insert, direct out,
with level control and pre/post switching, compressor/limiter,
aux Send & mix-minus send, pre/post switching plus pan and
multichannel support. The matrix mixer supports 32 x 32 signals,
including 1024 gains or 160 gains plus delays. The ISOSTEM upmix
algorithm from DSPECIALISTS is available. Logic control offers
256 I/O signals for customised functions. Snapshot, scene and
dynamic automation are options. 16 fader strips are controllable
via PC or tablet.
CRESCENDO Platinum is a modular design 600mm deep. More
than 500 audio channels, maximum 56 control strips, depending
on configuration. Channel strips have 6 dual concentric encoders,
14 keys and OLED display. Other features are as for AURUS
Platinum.
AURATUS is a smaller, fixed bus layout console for live
productions with 54 input channels. Channel strips have 6 dual
concentric encoders, 14 keys and OLED display.
www.stagetec.com/en/

Studer
Founded by Willi
Studer in 1948
near Zurich,
Studer is now part
of the Harman
group.
V is t a r an g e s
from the one-box
Vista 1 with 22 or 32 motor faders to the Vista 5SR for live, Vista
5M3 for broadcast etc. The flagships are the Infinity Vista X and
Vista V.
Vista X, with the CPU based Studer Infinity Core, provides control
of 800 or more audio DSP channels and the Infinity Core provides
twelve high-capacity Studer A-Link fibre audio interfaces, for more
than 5,000 inputs and outputs. Studer’s high density D23m I/O
system is used to breakout these A-Link connections to analogue,
digital and video interfaces. I/O frames accept a wide variety of
I/O cards. A-Link also connects directly to the Riedel MediorNet
distributed router allowing multiple Infinity systems to be joined

with router capacities of 10,000 x 10,000 or more.
Quad Star technology uses four processors to achieve
claimed aviation-standard levels of redundancy in the control
surface. CPU-based DSP makes it viable to have two completely
independent DSP cores in parallel with ‘instant’ change-over.
Studer’s Vistonics interface builds Vista X’s rotary controls and
buttons directly into the flat screen displays which provide visual
feedback. Each audio function is always associated with the same
colour – red for EQ and filters, green for dynamics etc. Another
Studer innovation, FaderGlow, combines with assignable channel
naming to illuminate each fader in the colour relating to the
relevant function.
VistaMix automated microphone mixing automatically mimics
the actions of a skilled human operator, increasing gain for
‘talking’ mics and reducing gain for all others for unscripted
panel shows. The Vista V console also uses Quad Star technology
but in a more compact form factor.
www.studer.ch

Wunder Audio
Derived from original
70’s Allotrope
modules The
Wunderbar console
u tili z es th e PEQ2
channel amplifier to
deliver from 12 to 60
channels. It uses a
“Fully Balanced Busing
Scheme”. There are transformer balanced direct outputs and
inserts on all channels. The Wunderbahn stereo bus has three
Stereo Amplifier choices: Wunder PEQ2, Neve 1272, and the API
312 which can be mixed together if you wish. It is a discrete Class
A transformer in transformer out design.
The 1046 Routing modules are fully transformer balanced
Class-A Discrete. Each channel has a monitor fader that is flip-able
with the main channel fader, six buses with illuminated switches,
four auxes switchable pre or post, pan defeat, 48V phantom, and
“Opto Silent” mute.
The master section includes a CR monitor for six stereo sources,
including buses. There are 3 sets of speakers and a headphone
amp with volume control. Internal routing of sub-groups to the
stereo bus eliminates external patching, sparing monitor faders.
The Eight-fader monitor section includes solo, pan, and routing
to any bus. Talkback into any bus/aux is latching, momentary, or
remote. The master section has a large Illuminated master PFL,
AFL Solo switch with Solo level.
DAW or MIDI controlled motor faders are available.
The Wunder Audio Wunderbar SE (summing edition) offers the

ability to access large format mixes while leveraging the DAW’s
advantages.
It includes the complete Wunderbar master section including
the Wunderbahn, cinema display section and summing buses.
There 8 mono channels with pan pots, plus 12 to 48 stereo
channels via db25 connections, all fully routable to the master
section. The Eight-fader monitor section includes solo, pan, and
routing onto any of bus.
www.wunderaudio.com/wunderbar.html

Yamaha

With a digital console history back to 1987 Yamaha continues
to innovate and has a large range including the flagship Rivage
PM10.
The RIVAGE PM10 system consists of a control surface, one or
two DSP engines, up to eight I/O racks, and RY/HY cards. 144 input
channels, 72 Mix buses, 36 Matrix buses, Stereo buses A and B (or
Mono bus), Cue A/B, Monitor A/B. The system is configurable for
applications of any scale or complexity.
The newly developed Hybrid Microphone Preamplifier includes
Yamaha VCM technology, which recreates the characteristics of
Rupert Neve Designs transformer circuitry and SILK processing.
Input channels have 4-band full parametric EQ and two dynamics,
each functioning as a gate, two types of compressor, ducker, or
de-esser. Output channels have 8-band full parametric EQ, with
4 algorithms. There are two insert points with up to four plugins, GEQ units, PEQ units, and/or outboard devices in series are
assignable to each insert point.
Channel EQ and dynamics internal plug-ins now include VCM
models of acclaimed EQ and compressor units from the 70’s and
80’s developed jointly with Rupert Neve Designs. A total of 45
plug-ins are included. There are 384 plug-in slots and up to 192
simultaneous instances of complex plug-ins such as the Portico
5033 or Portico 5043 are possible. Two reverb processors from TC
Electronic are included.
The monitor system has two outputs plus cue buses. The
monitor section also offers dedicated delays, plus 8-band
parametric EQ.
Notable new features include Overlay and Isolate filters for
enhanced scene memory operation and a follow option for the
send masters and direct outs. There are also upgraded features
for flexible live recording and dual monitor outputs.
www.yamahaproaudio.com/europe/en_gb/products/mixers/

www.ams-neve.com
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